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* This Is the second of a series of reports of an investigation of servo- 

mechanism synthesis under Navy Contracts N7ori30306 and N7ori3030S. The 

investigation was initiated originally for the purpose of studying the appLl- 

cation of magnetic amplifiers in servomschanism design. It rapidly became 

apparent, however, that (A) it has already been demonstrated that magnetic 

amplifiers are applicable to servomechanism problems in a wide variety of cases, 

"'       (B) that such applications are commonly made on a rule-of-thumb basis and that, 

(C) a more refined application of magnetic amplifiers in servomechanism design 

cannot be separated from the general problems of servomechanism synthesis and 

that this project should start with the redefinition of the basic problem, that 

of an optimum criterion for synthesis on a realistic basis. 

In the classical approach to servomechanism analysis it is assumed 

that (1) signals are of regular functional form, typically step functions, 

(2) such artificial criteria as phase margin or peak overshoot values are 

satisfactory as measures of synthesis success. More recently servomechanism 

approaches have been directed to consider (l) the statistical properties of 

signals, (2) realistic criteria both linear and nonlinear, and (3) the treatment 

of systems which in themselves are digital in nature, their utilization being 

effected by quantizing the analogue signal with a transducer when necessary. 

This is the direction undertaken in this particular study. 

The results of this study to date are as follows: 

a)  A method of evaluating a linear servomechaniam system in the light of 

any type of signals that can be statistically described, and any type of error 
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criteria for which a power aeries aporoximation can be written (with the common 

quadratic norm as one term of the series). This work was described as report n 

number one. 

b) A method of prescriDing the optimum transfer function for systems 

having certain specified time-varying characteristics, or for signals having 

certain specified time-varying properties (including random variations), as well 

as the beat adjustment for first and second order systems for a set of commonly 

assumed, statistically described signals which also may have time variations* 

In some respects this work is an extension of Wiener's methods* This work is 

] described herein as report number two of the series, and was submitted to 

.        Carnegie Institute of Technology by R. C. Lyman aa a Dissertation in partial 

1 fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 

I i        Electrical Engineering* 
! 

c) A method of deriving a transfer function for a magnetic amplifier 

starting with the B-H characteristics of the non-linear material. The method 

permits determining in addition to the linear terms the harmonic distortion terms 

of both the envelope and the carrier functions. This material is being readied 

for report in the near future. 

d) A new mathematical-graphical method of solving problems in combinational 

switching circuits. The importance cannot be overemphasized of the use of magnetic 

amplifiers as components of digital circuits, in which their inherent non- 

linearities are utilized for pulse reshaping rather than being a severe liability. 

Such use can proceed only at a limited pace until the mathematics of the design 

of digital circuitry are better known wid in convenient form. The new method is 

essentially ready for report. 

1)  Symposium on Statistical Methods in Communication Engineering, Berkeley 

Campus, University of California, Aug. 17-13, 1953, "Generalized Servomechanism 

Evaluation", Uaywood, Lyman, and Kaufman* 
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2)  I.R.E. 1954 National Convention, "Optimization of Servosyatems", Lyman and 

[        C&ywood, Session: Radio Telemetry and Remote Control III. 
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SYNOPSIS 

T 
]_ This dissertation derives optimum transfer functions 

for eervosystems. For the oase of time-varying signal and 

noise input speotra, the optimum system has zero phase 

shift and an attenuation given in terms of the input speotra 

and their varianoes. For the case of a time-varying system 

parameter, a similar conclusion results. For a physically 

realisable system of a speoified order, a formulation of the 

general solution is given and is solved for six important 

oases. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Problem 

This dissertation oonaiders the problem of the synthesis 

of optimum servosyatema which are subjected to signal inputs 

contaminated with noise. Of primary interest are those 

problems wnioh are characterized by time-variations in the 

system parameters and In the statistical properties of the 

signal and noise inputs. The criterion of system optimization 

used in this dissertation is the minimization of the mean 

square error in the response of the servosystem. 

The method of solution presented herein is primarily 

carried out in the frequenoy-piane rathtr than in the time- 

plane. Hence the oonoept of the frequenoy components 

present in the system inputs, output, and error, as desoribed 

by their speotral densities, is used rather than the concept 

of their functional form with respeot to time. The method 

is limited to consideration of linear systems. 

The literature contains a great amount of work (lb,2) 

which deals with the problem of the optimization of invariant 

systems subjected to Inputs having invariant statistical 

properties. However,, the optimization problem which is 

oharaoterized by time-variations in the parameters of the 

system and in the statistical properties of the input has 

not been treated in the literature.  This dissertation 

constitutes an original and useful contribution to the field 

of servosystem synthesis and analysis by formulating the 
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latter problem and presenting solutions of it. 

| Choice of Criterion 

There are several reasons for the ohoioe of minimum 

mean square error as a oriterion of system optimization. 

The prinoipal one is the possibility of transformation of the 

mean square error of a system response from the time-plane 

directly into the frequency-plane. That this is true has been 

shown many times in the literature (1). In addition, this 

property of direot equivalence is valid only for the mean 

square oriterion, not for any other powers. Direot 

transformation is desirable in that system responses and 

oriteria are most naturally interpreted in the time-plane, 

whereas mathematical analysis is generally handled more 

conveniently in the frequency-plane. That the mean square 

value of the error in the time-plane oan bo oomputed as the 

integral of error spectral density over all real, positive 

frequencies has been proven in the literature (la). Another 

reason for this ohoioe lies in its suitability for a olass 

of problems including those which require minimization of the 

po\.ar losses resulting from the error in system response. 

For the oase of a second order sybtem subjected to step 

funotion signals, it is interesting to note the following 

result. Minimization of the average error power (mean 

square error) specifies a ratio of damping to critical of 

0,5, which is a relative first overshoot of 0.164.  Such a 

response is generally considered to be too osoillatory, 

: 
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e.g. a region of 0.6 to 1.0 has recently been advised (2b). 

I The Statlstloal Approach 

An important oharacteristio of the method of solution 

+ presented herein is the use of statistical properties rather 

T than functions of time to desoribe the system inputs, output, 

and error. A system subjeoted to en input which is known as 

J a function of time is merely a signal generator. For the 

input to contain any useful information for controlling the 

system, it cannot be known with oertainty at all future in- 

j stants of time. It may be desoribed only by its statistical 
i 

properties. These properties, whioh may be spectral densities 

or correlation funotions, mu3t be obtained by oertain averag- 

ing operations performed on the inputs expected over seme 
i ! 

period of operation of the system being designed.  Such sta- 

tistical information oan only lead to the statistical prop- 

erties of the system error, such HS the error speotral density 

which is used in this method. As a result of this statistical 

approaoh to the optimization problem, an average of the sys- 

tem performance is optimized rather than any parcioular char- 

acteristics of the system's response as a function of time. 

The optimum system may be considered as that system which 

aohieves the best compromise between passing the signal 

spectrum (and neoessarily some noise along with it) and 

attenuating the noise spootrum (and some signal al' ng with 

it). 

: 

I  I ! 
!   i 
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Time-varying Spectra 

The term "time-varying signal spectrum", as used in 

_ this dissertation, is a description of a signal having two 

• particular oharaoterlstios. First, its statistical proper- 

ties remain time-invariant over periods of time of a suffi- 

cient length to properly establish those properties. They 

I may be established by measurement of its speotral density 

or its autocorrelation function. Second, the statistical 

properties change either gradually or suddenly to various 

other values over the complete range of conditions for which 

the over-all system performance is to be optimized. As a 

result, successive measurements of those properties made over 

that range of conditions are found to differ one from the 
If 
i other. As a simplified example, the spectrum of a signal in- 

1"        put to a servosystem may exhibit a peak at one frequency dur- 

ing the day and at a quite different frequency during the night. 

If the system is not desired to have a "day-night" operation 

seleotor in order to be optimum during each period, then its 

overall performance must be optimized.  The set of signal 

spectra measured for day and for night is a sufficient 

description of the signal.  Those speotra constitute the values 

of the time-varying signal spectrum.  A time-varying noise 

spectrum must have the same characteristics. 
I 

Time-varying System Parameters 

The time-varying system parameters may include aniplifica- 

tions, time constants (electrical or mechanical), and the 

like, which exhibit random changes in value.  These random 
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ohangas may be tolerated in the system because their cause 

is unknown or because their correction is not feasible. 

They may r63ult fr^m internally or externally caused changes 

in the environment of the system. Some examples are changes 

in temperature, pressure, humidity, and power sources. 

Another possibility is fading signal reception. These random 

variations may also be Interpreted to result from inaccura- 

oies of manufacture of some system part where the problem 

is to optimize the total of the performances of many 

similar systems, each containing such a part. 

The Soope of thlB Dissertation 

There are two major parts in this dissertation. In 

Part I, the spectrum of the mean square error -(the error 

speotral density) is derived in a manner whioh differs in 

several respeots from that found in the literature (lc, 3). 

The form of the spectrum derived herein snows promise of 

being more useful in some experimental applications than 

the form presented in the literature, for a reason explained 

later in this paragraph. The signal and noise inputs to the 

system are herein desorlbed by the amplitude and phase com- 

ponents of their voltage spectra rather than by their power 

speotral densities as is commonly done. The only restric- 

tion is that the signal and noise enter the system at the 

same point; thus the system input is a signal contaminated 

with noise. Correlation between the signal and noise is 

herein desoribed by the signal and noise amplitude speotra 
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and a relative phase angle which refer3 the absolute phase 

angle of the noise to that of the signal. This is in 

contrast to the use of cross-spectral densities in the 

literature (lo). The resulting form of the mean square 

error speotrum derived herein may be often more useful for 

experimental application than that presented in the litera- 

ture for the following reason. The cross spectral densities I 
r transforms of signal and noise and of their complex conju- 

are mathematical concepts involving products of the Fourier 

gates. Their experimental determination probably must be 

accomplished by transformation of experimentally measured 

cross-correlation functions. In oontraat, the relative 

phase angle may generally be measured directly, as desoribed 

briefly in Part I. 

In Part II, the mean square error spectrum is used to 

solve the optimization problem, especially as characterized 

by random, time-varying behavior in the input spectra and 

system parameters. These random variations are treated by 

operating on the mean square error or on its spectrum with 

a probability theory operation which has been termed Expeotea 

Value in one reference (4a) and Mathematical Expectation in 

another (5a). This operation may be applied to either the 

form of the mean square error speotrum derived herein or the 

form commonly found in the literature. Use of this operation 

to allow for the effects of the random variations characteriz- 

ing the problem, rather than neglecting such random behavior 
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permit' the design of systemshaving less meen square error. 

Optimum but nonrealizable system functions are derived for 

several oases of random time-variations. A general solution 

for the optimum design of realizable systems of a specified 

order is formulated and solved for six important cases. 

PART I 

DERIVATION OF A MEAN SQUARE ERROR SPECTRUM 

This part of the dissertation oontaixis a derivation of 

the mean square error speotrum.  For the purposes of tnis 

derivation, the signal and noise inputs to the system are 

represented by voltage speotral densities rather than by 

power spectral densities,  A voltage speotral density may 

be considered to ^e composed of an amplitude speotrum and a 

phase speotrum, these indicating the relative potential of 

eaoh frequency component present and the phase angle of each 

component.  Both the amplitude and phase speotra may be 

determined by using the Fourier transform in oases where the 

signal may be desoribed functionally in time.  Otherwise, 

actual measurement using a wave analyser or like instrument 

will yield the amplitude spectrum. The phase speotrum may be 

measured in an analogous manner by a modification of such 

an instrument. 

The input to the system to be optimized is assumed 

to consist of some signal contaminated with noise.  A 

particular frequency component of the signal in the time-plane 
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may be written as the real part of a vector rotating in 

the oomplex plane at that angular frequency, to, and having 

for its magnitude the value of the signal amplitude spec- I 
trum £(<*»") . It is denoted by 

I (MJwc'"*]. (1) 
The 03 component of the noise may be represented similarly, 

It with the addition of a relative phase angle, <f(t\cc)  , which 

it refers the phase angle of thewcomponent of the noise volt- 
I 

age, in the time-plane, to that of the signal voltage. The 

nature of the relative phase angle as a funotion of time 

will be disoussed later in this derivation. The <*> component 

j i of the noise input is denoted by 

The sum of the signal and noise vectors represents the o> 

oomponent of the system input, consisting of signal oon- 

taminateA with noise.  It is written as 

The system output spectral density is the result of the 

above input operating on the system transfer function, 

denoted by the familiar M(U) €J"<U\  where M^ is the 

closed loop gain and <*.((*>)  is the phase shift.  A particular 

frequenoy component of this output spectrum is written as 

A frequency oomponent of the error is the difference between 

the signal aM the output components, expressions (1) and 

(4) above.  The real part of this frequency oomponent of 
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the error is 

eCt \U>) =JS(CJ) Cos>(a>t) -J(4;)M(«) Co$(«>t+«)- 
?Ka>)MCa>)   Co3(wt+«) COS ($*Cf ;<*;>)+ 

Tt(co)M(co) Sin(<yt+<x) SinCtfCt;*)).        (5) 

In order to form the particular frequency component of the 

mean square error speotrum, the error of that component, 

equation (5), must be squared and averaged over its indicated 

variations as a function of time. The magnitudes of the 

signal and noise amplitude speotra and the system funotion 

gain and phase shift are held temporarily oonstant. The 

instantaneous amplitude of eaoh component of the signal 

and noise inputs was defined to vary in time as described 

by the real part of the rotating, complex, vector. However, 

no definite variation in time was assumed for the relative 

phase angle, fi>(t>(*>)   . If the signal and noise are complete- 

ly correlated, this angle will have a constant value. For 

zero correlation between signal and noise, the variation of 

the angle will be uniformly random, taking on all values 

between zero and 2Tfwith equal probabilities. For inter- 

mediate degrees of correlation, the angle will vary slowly 

about some average value. Because the nature of the 

variation in time of the relative phase angle is markedly 

different from the cyoiio variation in time of the instanta- 

neous amplitudes, these two functional forms may be assumed 

to have no cross-correlation in their variation and may be 

averaged independently. The averaging of the cyclic varia- 

tions of the squared error speotrum is accomplished by 
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integration over one cycle. The time-average of the cosine 

and sine of the relative phase angle will be denoted by the 

conventional bar over the expression, e.g., Co3(^tjw)) . 

The result of averaging the square of equation (5) is thus 

2 &g(u>)  MM COS(«C«>) + 

2 ^M ??«4> MCw) [ MM- Co5(c(lu>))jCo$(<i>(t>«>J) + 

2^(w)?l(w)MM 5in(«c«») Sin^to*))}.    (6) 

For the commonly assumed case of zero correlation 

between signal and noise, the variation in time of the 

relative phase angle was noted above to be uniformly 

random. The averages of its sine and uosine values are in 

that oase zero, and the mean square error spectrum is 

accordingly simplified. For other values of correlation 

between signal and noise, the averages of the sine and 

oosine of the relative phase angle are not intuitively 

known. However*, they may be determined by either of two 

ways, depending upon the form of the information available. 

If the probability density function which describes the 

random behavior of the angle is known, the average values 

may be caloule.ted by use of the Expected Value operation, 

explained in Part II of this dissertation.  If the values 

must be determined experimentally, the angle may be measured 

by a modification of two identioal wave analysers or like 

instruments, using a common oscillator and having a rapidly 
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responding phase detector coupled between them. The sine 

and oosine of the angle may be determined from the phase 

deteotor output by a suitable resolver, and their averages 

may be read on two appropriately averaging voltmeters. 

T Beoause &ico)  and 7l(u>)  were considered to be the 

magnitudes of the input signal and noise amplitude spectra, 

they are peak values. However, amplitude spectra are 

oommocly given or measured in rms values, as would be 

obtained by taking the square root of the power spectral 

densities. Therefore the symbols £M and N(*>) will 

henoeforth be used to represent the rms values of the 

signal and noise amplitude spectra, and the faotor of 1/2 

whioh multiplies equation (6) is removed. The mean square 

error speotrum may be written for brevity as 

e"*(a>)= 5a+ (6'+N')M*~252MCo5(<*) + 
2 5NM (M-Cosco)  Cos(j) + 
2 5NM  5in(«)   SinW . 

By proper interpretation and substitution of analogous 

symbols (lc,3), this speotrum may be shown to be equivalent 

to that commonly found in the literature. The prospect of 

easier application of the mean square error spectrum derived 

above to many experimental studies has been discussed ear- 

lier. 
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PART II 

THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 

The Method of Solution 

The mean square error spoetrum is a function of the 

signal and noise amplitude speotra, the averaged sine and 

oosine of the relative phase angle, and the system gain 1 
Jl and phase shift* If any exhibit some degree of random 

I ; time-variation, the mean square error spectrum must be 

averaged over all of their possible values to form the 

expeoted or most probable value of that speotrum.  It is 

this expeoted mean square error spectrum that represents 

I the over-all performance of the system and is to be 

I minimized by proper choice of the system gain and phase 
( ! 

shift. This prooess of averaging the spectrum over all 

]; random values of the input speotra and system function is 

accomplished by the use of a probability theory operation 

termed Expeoted Value (4a) or Mathematical Hbcpeotation 

(5a). Appendix A of this dissertation contains a descrip- 

tion of an experimental check on this use of the Expeoted 

Value operation. 

A limitation on the rate of random time-variation 

results from the separation of the averaging process into 

two steps.  The first is the time average of eaoh frequenoy 

component of the squared error spectrum over one cycle of 

its angular frequenoy.  The second step is the Expected 
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Value operation, averaging each frequency component of the 

1 mean square error speotrum over all random variations in 

•«> the input spectra and system parameters. Therefore the 

random variation must be slow enough, compared to the angular 

frequency of the oomponent being averaged, that the separation 

of the averaging process is valid. 

Slnoe the kind of random time-variations referred to here 

generally ooour very slowly, or at infrequent intervals, this 

limitation may be assumed to be met. 

The Expected Value of a function of any number of random 

variables is defined (4a) as the average value of that func- 

tion whan its random variables take on all of their permis- 

sible values with their associated probabilities of occur- 

rence. Briefly, the Expected Value of a function, ffx)  , 

of the random variable, X , where X takes on eaoh value 

with a probability p(x) , is denoted by E[f(x)] . Either 

It is determined mathematioally by a} summation: 

E[fl*)] = 22 f(*> pOO  » if *  takes on only discrete 

values in whioh case p (X) is termed the discrete probability 

density function of X ; or it is determined by b) integra- 

tion: EffOOJ^ j   fftO-pltydx  » lf x varies continuously 

in which case pix) is termed the probability density func- 

tion of X . For all functions of any practical importance 

(5a), the following properties of the Expected Value operation 

are valid.  Tho Expected Value of a sum is the sum of the 

Expected Values.  The Expected Value of a constant is that 

! 

j 
. 
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constant. The Expeoted Value of a product of functions of 

statistically independent random variables is the product of 

their separate Expeoted Values. The Expected Value of a func- 

tion, f (X,y,z) , of several random variables, X ,  y , and Z , 

T        having a joint probability density function, p(X,y,Z) , is 

E[f(X,y,z)] s ///,„y,y,z Ux,y,z)  p<x,y,z) d%  dy dr . 
1.        The requirements for a probabil'ty density funotion, p(x) . 

II 

are that p(x)- 0 and that j   p(X)dx sl sinoe it is oertain 

that x will take on some value within its range of values. 

As mentioned above, any or all of the quantities compos- 

ing the mean square error spectrum may exhibit random 
• j: 

time-variation.  In addition, the variations of any quantity 

may be dependent in the probability sense on the variations 

of any or all of the other quantities.  Beoause of the many 

possibilities for such varied and interrelated random beha- 

vior, the method of solution will be presented in the form 

of several cases. For each case, a different set of restric- 

tions on the many possibilities for dependent and independent 

random beLavlor will be used.  These cases are divided into 

two groups. The division results from two possible procedures 

in using the mean square error spectrum, as is explained in 

the next paragraph. 

The first preaedure involves minimization of each fre- 

quency component (or ordinate) of the mean square error speo- 

trum.  There results the optimum system transfer function in 

terms of the input spectra.  The second procedure requires 
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minimization of the total mean square error, which has been 

I shown in the literature to be the integral of the mean square 

T error spectrum over all real, positive frequencies. Each 

*• procedure has its special advantages and disadvantages.  The 

T first prooedure yields generalized results in a relatively 

straightforward manner. The second prooedure permits a 

generalized formulation of its solution. However, to achieve 

useful results the integration over all frequency requires 

the substitution of the type of system transfer funotion to 

be optimized. Speoifio signal and noise amplitude speotra 

and the averages of the sine and oosine of the relative phase 

angle must also be substituted. These useful results are the 

optimum values of the parameters of the type of system substi- 

tuted, givBn In terms of the ooeffioients of the spectra 

chosen. Thus the seoond prooedure assures physioally realiz- 

able, optimum systems. However, the first prooedure will be 

shown to specify that the optimum system has a gain oharao- 

teristic determined by the shapes and relative magnitudes of 

the input speotra and a phase shift characteristic every- 

where zero.  Such a system is seldom physioally realizable 

because it is generally impossible to have a rate of change 

of attenuation with respeot to frequenoy without having non- 

zero phase shift.  In fact, for minimum phase shift, stable, 

linear systems oomposed of fixad, lumped elements, Bode's 

theorms ( 2a ) and others indicate that the phase shift at 

any frequency is a unique function of the attenuation at all 
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frequencies. In spite of this limitation the generality of 

I the first procedure yields valuable qualitative Insight into 

the synthesis* problem. In addition, by yielding the optimum 

though nonrealizable system transfer funotion, it may be used 

to calculate the lower bound of the mean square error for any 

particular input speotra. This will be a limit whioh the 

I mean square error of physically realizable systems may 

approaoh. 

Recognizing the importance of both of the procedures 

described above, this dissertation will treat the procedures 

separately in the two major seotions that follow. These are 

T "Optimum, Idealized System Transfer Functions" and "Optimiza- 

tion of Physically Realizable Systems". As mentioned above, 

each seotion will inolude several oasoo which illustrate the 

solution for problems characterized by various types of 

random time-variation. 

Optimum. Idealized System Transfer Functions 

Independently Time-varying Inpui, Spectra. For the solu- 

tion of a oase whioh illustrates both the first procedure for 

using the mean square error opeotrum and the treatment for 

random time-variations, the following assumptions and restric- 

tions are made. The signal and noise amplitude spectra are 

assumod to be independently time-varying, having probability 

density functions p(5<») and d(Mu») .  Each density funo- 

tion describes the probability of occurrence of each amplitude 

that t\ particular frequency component (to.)of the time-varying 

spectrum exhibits for the set of measurements of the apeotruia. 

! 
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Those probability density funotions may be any one of the 

familiar: Uniform, Gaussian or Normal, Gamma, Beta, or they 

may be some undefined density funotion. As will be shown, 

the shape of the density funotion need not be known; only 

its first and seoond moments are used in mean square 

minimization. The assumption of independence between 

| V signal and noise implies the restriction that their relative 
11 

phase angle has a uniform probability density, taking on ail 

values from zero to 2TTwith equal probabilities. Thus the 

averages of the sine and oosine of $(t',v)  in the mean square 

error speotrum of equation (?)i are zero. The system funo- 

tion is restrioted to be time-invariant for the case follow- 

ing. The Expected Value of the mean square error speotrum, 

I equation (7), under these assumptions, is 

| ,, EfrwJ- E[5'] + MtEWJ*EWI)-2 M CMMElS'l <8> 
The various Expeoted Values may be evaluated as follows: 

EWJ'jLfS-pttMS*.*, , E[S*] = (,|(JSV8)clS=A , 
ZM*hH Nq(N)dN=n, , E:[N,]=j,l)H^c1(»(HN

s-Wa, 

where ^, and r*, are the averages or first moments, and ^a, 

and 7t2 are the seoond moments. The seoond moment is often 

written in terms of both the first moment and the varianoe. 

The varianoe, denoted by or* , is the second moment about 

the mea~, and is a measure of the spread of a probability 

density funotion about its mean value.  The positive square 

root of varianoe, cr*, is commonly termed the standard devia- 
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tion.  For a random variable X with a mean value X, , the 

variance of x is 

| ]        <**» E[(x-x,)a] = E[x»]-ax)E[x) + x* ~x2-x*. 
Therefore: E[S'] = ^*+072 , and E[N*]~ r2<*+^'2. 

These moments are functions of frequenoy, being speotra 
s 

describing the sets of signal and noise amplitude speotra. 
I 11 

I '• Substituting these evaluations in the expeoted mean square 

error speotrum yields  £ [1?(6>)]= (^ia+0j"a) + 

M2(V+(J5r*+>i/4.(^*)-2 U»a+cra) Mcoecoo.  (9) 
These moments are of special interest beoause they 

indioate the information which is neoeosary for the use 

of the mean square oriterion. The first moment is the 

average of the amplitude spectra which describe the 

time-varying speotra. The second moment is the average of 

j the squares of the amplitude speotra (the mean square); it 
*• 

is thus the average of the power speotra describing the 
]; 
i- signal or noise time-varying spectrum (the first moment of 

if the power spectra). The first and second moments of the 

amplitude speotra constitute all the information about the 
i 

time-variation in input speotra or system function that the 

mean square criterion requires. No other information can 

be used. For this oase of unoorrelated signal and noise, 

the method requires only the average of the power speotra; 

the first moments of the amplitude spectra are not required. 

The averages referred to above are ail weighted according to 

the probabilities of ooourrence of the various spectra, as 
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I 

I 

the ICxpeoted Value operation indicates.  Writing the second 

I moment of the amplitude speotra as the square of their first 

moment plus their variance permits using the variance term 

i to illustrate the effect of random time-variations in the 

input speotra. 

The synthesis problem in this oase is the determination 

| of the system gain and phase shift as functions of the signal 

and noise input speotra to minimize the expeoted mean square 

error speotrum. The phase shift (ct) at a particular fre- 

quency is a unique funotion of the gain (M) at all frequen- 

cies for nearly all networks and systems (ie. for minimum 

| phase shift, linear, stable systems oomposed of fixed, 

lumped elements), as expressed by Bode (2a ) and others. 

1 If this funotion could be substituted in the error speotrum, 

i i 

1 the derivative with respeot to M oould be equated to zero to 

determine the optimum M. From this the optimum o( would be 

oaloulated. Sinoe the relationship between M and <* requires 

treatment of all frequencies concurrently, anl is so in- 

traotable as to prevent even that use of it, the classical 
" 

assumption of <* Independent of M will be made.  Therefore a 
i I 

much less restrioted system funotion will be optimized. 

It includes all physioally realizable systems as a special 

oase.  The resulting gain and phase shift characteristics 

will be the best possible although probably not physioally 

realizable.  The assumption of independence between c< and M 

allows the partial derivatives of any component of the 

' : 

: 
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J 
spectrum,   tairan with respect to <*. and M ,   to be each equat- 

z    «- ed to zero and solved for their  optimum values. 

j    J » E [»(«)] Ad  =   Z^LM   Sin(«) = 0, (10) 
which requires that «-0 -  that is,  a zero phase shift 

system is indioated to be optimum. 

I   I. yields, with *«Of ^,to) (11) 

If the second moments are denoted by f| and FjJ , the 

averages of the sets of signal and noiae power epeotra, 

then    MM = Tff 

• 

r 
2 

i 

i 

i 

: 

P 
then    M(U>) -  -p'.'p 

which result has been developed by Wiener (6) in a basical- 

ly different manner. 

Writing the second moment as the square of the first 

moment plus the varianoe permits using the varianoe term 

to illustrate the effeot of random time-variations in the 

input speotra. From equation (11), the gain of the optimum, 
• 

zero phase shift system transfer funotion 1B 

M        AHor* ! 

The latter form Indicates chat the effeot of time-vary- 

ing behavior in a particular frequency component of the 

signal spectram is to increase the optimum value of closed 

loop system gain toward unity at that frequency.  The effeot 

of time-varying behavior in the noise speotrum is conversely 

to decrease the closed loop gain toward zero.  It is inter- 

esting to note that the zero frequency olosed loop gain of 

I • 
: 

1 
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the system should nc^ necessarily be unity as is generally 

seen in the literature.  Consideration of the expression 

yields the oonolusion that the optimum zero frequency gain 

depends upon the limit of 7UCt»>)/A.zCv)   as CO  approaches 

zero. That gain will lie between unity and zero, the end 

points being special oases of the noise or signal spectra 

alone being zero at zero frequency. Of oourse the analogous 

oonolusion is valid at any frequenoy. Note that an optimum 

value of olosed loop gain,M, greater than unity is never 

indioated. 

The characteristic of an optimized, physically realiz- 

able system transfer function will tend toward the non- 

realizable, idealized characteristic specified in this 

section. However, the realizable design will neoessarily 

involve compromises. It must smooth out any sharp peaks 

or valloys in the idealized gain characteristic as a result 

of the inherent phase shift and fixed shape of any type of 

realizable system transfer function. 

The next two oases will constitute a sufficient 

illustration of the method as applied in this first seotlon 

of Part II of the dissertation.  In the next case the signal 

and noise speotra will be assumed to be dependently time-vary- 

ing .In the final case the system function will be assumed to 

exhibit some independent, random, time-varying behavior, and 

the input speotra will be assumed to be time-invariant. 
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I 
Dependently Time-varying Input Speotra.  In this the 

I second case of Part II, the signal and noise amplitude 

speotra are assumed to be dependently time-varying, having 

therefore a Joint probability density funotion -fCSjIM) . 

The average values of the sine and oosine of the relative 

phase angle are also assumed to vary in time, independently 

of the amplitudes for simplicity. The probability density 

for the averaged sine is denoted by p(5in 4 )•  It is defined 

V for-16 Sinf £+| and is assumed to be an even function about 

zero with its most probable value at zero also. The 

probability density for the averaged oosine is similarly 

denoted by cj(coifi).    It is assumed to have its most probable 

value at plus one. The system funotion is to remain 

| time-invariant for this case. The form of the expeoted mean 

•• square error speotrum under these assumptions is 

I  ' E[e5M]=£[5'] + (E[S'J+EW>J)M'- 
I 2 E[S*] M Cose*) +   

I ( 2 E(SN] M (M-Cosw)E[Cosj<] + 
I  i 2E[SN]M 5m(«) ElSinjrfj. (12) 

The Expeoted Values of 5* and N* are determined la the same 

manner as was given in tho preceding case. 

where-4, and 71, are the first moments, ^» and 7lt are the 

second moments, and 05* and OjJ2are the varianoes. 

An evaluation which did not appear in the previous case is 

where P is termed the correlation between S and W•. 

1 1 
:  I 
!  ! 
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I 
If p is zero, S and N are said to be independent and the 

above Expected Value would be obtained simply by 

E[SN]-ECS]-E[NJ»AM,. 
| The Expected Values of the averaged sine and cosine are 
*  -   /"H_      

I ELSin^J3! Sintf • p(5'\nf) • d(5fn?) = O 
i- beoause of the assumed nature of p( 5f« ^) , and 

j? E[Co5^] = ^ ess?* • c)(c5i7)'c((cJr?); 
whioh is assumed to have some value between zero and unity, 

| depending upon the shape of cf (Cos^) , Let that value be 

denoted by r .  Substitution in the expected mean square 

1 u error spectrum, equation (12), yields 

a(v+«;a) M Cos**) + 

Partial differentiation as before yields 

j 2 U.*,-*- ?<r5o-K)-M Sin(«) • p = 0. 
This requires that either 

j. U,m + <r,*)  + PC-4.71, + ?OfOa)ss0 
or SIM(CO=© and therefore oC«o at all frequencies.  Set- 

ting the partial derivative with respeot to M equal to zero 

7idld8 MM = k^i)*(**' + f***)?  CPS^OC) 
Ua+o^ + (V+<V) + 2.CM,+f<*OP   . (13) 

The first oondition on o( malres the closed loop gain equal 

zero.  Therefore the mean square error would be as large aa 

if there were no system.  The other condition, o(=o , 

v 
i 

i 
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f 
i • 

assures a minimum of the error with respect to <* for 

{.*? + &)  + C^ri, irfos<rK)P  > O. 
Although f may range between minus and plus one, the in- 

equality will generally be satisfied. For this condition, 

r. the optimum system has zero phase shift everywhere and the 

gain characteristic, M (ca)  , given by equation (13) with 

ot* O. 

Time-varying System Closed Loop Gain. In the final 

case of this seotlon, the system transfer function is 

assumed to exhibit some independent, random, time-varying 

behavior. The phase shift is assumed to be everywhere zero. 

The gain is assumed to have a probability density funotion 

p(M) . The signal and noise are assumed to be unoor- 

related and their amplitude speotra are time-invariant. 

The expected mean square error speotrum is therefore 

E [e»M] =  S* + (S*+ N')E [M*] ~ 2 5a EEM] . 
The required Expeoted Values are 

U'iJ - J,HM M'p(M)'dMs HI, , 

The optimisation problem is to determine the best value of 

m,, the averags of the randomly varying system olosed loop 

&ain, M(k') . The variance of that random variation is 

assumed to be a fixed fraction of the average.  Therefore 

This is more reasonable than to assume a variance which is 

I 

: 
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independent of the average, whether that average is large 

I or small.  Substitution in the expected mean square error 

spectrum yields 

T Minimization of this speotrum with respeot to mi by setting 

I I its derivative equal to zero yields        ~z 

7r\,= ~ 5~ X 7n,=S ($'+W)Ti+F) .     (15) 
A conclusion evident here is that random variation in the 

|! olosed loop system gain dictates a smaller value of average 

gain that would otherwise be designed. Another conclusion 

is of more importance; it may be shown that if the random- 

ness of the gain were neglected, a larger value of mean 

square error would always result. To demonstrate this 

oonoluslon, a ratio of two evaluations of the expected mean 

square error, equation (14) above, is formed. The ratio 

is the evaluation using the value of in, derived above 

• 

(equation (15)) by properly treating the randomness of the 

gain, divided by the evaluation using  771., = A*   KFT 

whioh results from treating the gain as a nonrandom parameter. 

The ratio is     777a.—"— 

Thus the conclusion immediately above is demonstrated by 

this ratio being always less than unity, exoept in the limit 

of S or 6  equal to zero.  If S-0, there Is no signal input 

and both values of gain are zero, hence both have the same 

error.  If 6=0 , there ie no randomness and both values of 
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f 
* gain are the same, henoe the errors are the same. 

I Optimization of Physioaliy Realizable Systems 

Thus far, application of this method has been restriot- 

I 
I 

\ i 

ed to systems having zero phase shift. Recognizing the 

general impossibility of a rate of ohange of attenuation 

without phase shift in physically realizable systems, the 

second procedure described previously will be considered in 

detail in this seotion. The most advantageous use of this 

more realistic procedure lies in substitution of a particu- 

lar type of system transfer funotion for the general 

expression, M O   , in the mean square error spectrum. 

Particular forms of the signal and noise amplitude spectra 

are also substituted. The procedure involves integrating 

the mean square error spectrum over all real, positive 

frequencies to form the mean square error. For problems 

characterized by random time-variations in the input speotra 

and system transfer funotion, the average of the mean square 

error over those variations must be determined. This is 

accomplished by the use of the Expeoted Value operation as 

described and applied earlier. The problem of system op- 

timization is that of minimizing the expected mean square 

error with respect to ouch system parameters as amplifica- 

tion and time constants, within the limitations of system 

stability.  Such minimization is oarried out by ordinary or 

partial differentiation or by graphical means. There results 

the ootiiuura values of the system parameters and the optimum 
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characteristic of the type of system transfer function 

substituted.  The conclusions for the case of independent, 

random time-variations in the input spectra are much the 

same as given for the first prooedure. These are: random- 

ness in the signal spectrum dictates an increase in system 

gain for optimization, while randomness in the noise spec- 

trum dictates a decrease in system gain.  The second moments 

of the amplitude spectra as described before will dictate 

the proper values of system parameters. The conclusions for 

oases of randomness in the system transfer funotion are 

determined by this second prooedure in a different manner. 

In oontrast to simply attributing the randomness to the 

entire closed loop gain funotion as was neoessary under the 
i; 

first prooedure, this seoond prooedure permits ascribing 

the randomness directly to one or more speolflo system para- 

meters. Examples of suoh random variation are drifting 

i| amplifications and fluctuating time constants *  As a result 

of this contrast, the cases of random time-variation in this 

section will be restricted to randomness in system time 

constants. 

The general solution to the optimization problem as 

described above is formulated below in mathematical terms, 

illustrating this second procedure symbolically.  Particular 

solutions for some restricted cases are obtained later in 

this section.  For the general formulation, the input signal 

and noise amplitude speotra are denoted by products of 

i 
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given in generax by: 

N 

A power aerie s:in CO ; 

I S (w) = £/3» «»/J£ 4,<o« , NM = feifc «Vg f, »•, 
These input spectra operate on a system transfer funotion 

I 
I! MeJOC = TT(fk+j^^)/TT(^+j^rv), for^hich 

••I r   yBj 

II M(w) = Jv/^+^/jr'A*. +"1 V and 

The general mean square error spectrum, 6*(p) , is the 

u result of substitution of the terms above in equation (7). 
I 

The formulation of the general solution is a set of oimul- 

| taneous equations   £      ©e 

II 
^E[[eWd«]=o, 

where ct   is successively eaoh of the system parameters 

ifk) Vj» , ylv , Ty ) whioh are considered to be subject to 

adjustment. The resulting values of system parameters 

must satisfy the restriction that m 

17(<Vjwr,)=o 
have no roots with positive real parts, thus insuring system 

stability. The zero of eaoh partial derivative must be 

examined to insure that it represents a minimum of mean square 

error ather than a maximum.  The Expected Value operation is 

carried out over all system funotion and input spectra para- 

meters.  The random behavior of these parameters is desoribed 
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in general by a joint probability density function 

An alternate and more oompact formulation may be developed 

- !i 
i 

1 

\ 

from the oonoept of a system space as i 
•   I grad   E [ (0 V-{<»)du>}- o. 
; The formulation above has been oontinued to completion 

for some specifio classes of problems. These solutions are 

desoribed below. The general solution has not been treated 

further ir this dissertation because further general treat- 

ment is not feasible. 

For the first class of problems below, this prooedure 

is applied to a set of time-invariant servosystems. The 

approach in that seotion is somewhat more general than that 

li found in the literature (lb), A disoussicn of the solutions 

V illustrates some of the oonolusions resulting from the use 

of the mean square oriterion. The Invariant olass is pri- 

marily inoluded as an introduction to the later classes, 

which are oharaoterized by random, time-varying system 

I time constants. 

Optimization of Invariant Systems.  There is desoribed 

in this part of the paper the application of the procedure 

just formulated to three general types of servosystems. 

The signal amplitude speotrum is assumed to be of first 

order form, as shown in figure 1.  A white noise speotrum 

is assumed. The correlation between signal and noise is 

assumed to be zero.  The signal to noise ratio is desoribed 
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In terms of the values of the signal and nolae amplitude 

spectra at zero frequency (do). The ratio is denoted by £ 

and is an important parameter in the examples to follow. 

J The series of general servosystems to be optimized may be 

described by their open loop transfer funotiona, whioh 

are (figure 2): (1) an integrator, (2) a simple lag, and 

(3) a simple lag with an ideal amplifier. 
i i 

For each example of the series, the input spectra 

shown In figure 1 and the system gain and phase shift are 

substituted in the proper fom of the mean square error spec- 

trum. 

The spectrum is integrated over all real frequencies, 

by the method of residues, to form the mean square error. 

The values of the system parameters whioh minimize the 

mean square error for a given ratio of signal to noise are 

determined by ordinary or partial differentiation. These 

values are subject to the requirements of system stability. 

The parameters of these three systems are, for system (1) 

the integration constant T, (2) the time oonstant T ,  and 

(3) the gain K and time  oonstant T. Ordinary differentia- 

tion is used to optimize the first two, single-parameter sys- 

tems. In more oomplex examples of two-parameter systems, 

the partial differentiation beoomes too intractable, and 

the surface generated by t he mean square error as a func- 

tion of the two parameters is better examined graphically 

for its minimum. The mathematics Involved in this applica~ 
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tion is straightforward in essence. 

As a more detailed illustration of the method, the 

essential points in the optimization of the first system 

are presented here. Tha signal and noise amplitude spectra 

are given by # 

The olcssd loop system transfer funotion of the Integrator is 

These quantities are substituted in the mean square error 

speotrumf equation (7)1 whioh is written here for zero cor- 

relation between signal and noise. 

.. Substitution yields 

I        9 fort - - QZ    -     &* i    ii 

i 

! i 

I 

•  ; 

Integration by residues results in the mean square error, 

C   2 (T  f(l+fr)   TJ, 
whioh may be written in terms of the signal to noise ratio, 

Minimization cf this expression is accomplished by setting 

the deivatlve of Q2 with respeot to T equal to zero and 

solving for the optimum T, within the system stability 

requirement that C be nonnegative.  This yields 

ST a • H- ,  ti ,      The first root yields a maxi- 

mum of c1 and an unstable system.  The second root yields 
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a minimum of IP and hence lT« fg~T   is the optimum 

time constant. This result will be discussed below. 

The results of optimizing the three types of servo- 

systems listed above are presented in figure 3« The mean 

f square error of each optimized system is shown as a func- 

tion of the signal to noise ratio £ . The mean square error 

funotion for the zero phase shift system previously derived, 

equation (11), is included for comparison, despite the un- 

Zoaiizability of that system, because it represents a lower 

bound on the mean square error attainable. These funotions 

are normalized to the mean square error of a no-pass system 

(a system having no output). Figure 3 illustrates several 

important conclusions of interest for both system analysis 

and synthesis. These are: 

(1) A worthwhile integrator system cannot be designed 

for £ < 1 ; all stable Integrator systems have at least as 

muoh error as the no-pass system for any suoh sigma. The 

reason is that the integration constant yielding minimum 

mean square error, given by t= x/g-i)' *  becomes infinite 

as 72  approaches unity, that is, the system bandwidth becomes 

zero.  For "iZ < I    , the optimum T beoomes negative, hence 

the system is unstable, and any positive T yields more error 

than a no-pass system. 

(2) The mean square error ourve of the simple lag 

system is similar to that of the Integrator.  The optimum 
o 

time constant is given by X - ~T77=£=>—T\      which beoomes in- 
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finite when 3L = Vff  •  For smaller C the system is worth- 

| less. The system has a gain of 1/2 at zero frequency.  That 

this is desirable for 72   near unity is shown by its super- 

iority to the integrator system which has a gain of unity 

R at zero frequenoy. For 72   larger than 3.7 the integrator 

system is seen to be superior, indicating the desirability 

|. of unity gain at zero frequency for large signal to noise 

ratios. 
I 
! (3) The simple lag with an ideal amplifier is seen to 

be superior to the first two systems almost everywhere. 
I 

This superiority may be attributed to the gain parameter 

which permits changing the zero frequency gain, and henoe 

the entire level of system gain, aooording to the ratio of 

signal to noise. At the point where £ s^3*  , this system 

n ooinoides with that of system (2) because its optimum gain 

ia unity.  Below £a</T, its optimum gain is less than 

unity; the amplifier is only an attenuator. In this region 
( 

of 12 <.TT , system (2) could be improved easily by the ad- 

dition of an attenuator in its open loop, making it the same 

j- as system (3). 

(4)  In addition to the systems described, a second 

order system was similarly treated.  It has a olosed loop 

transfer function oompoaed of the produot of two simple lag 

circuits with independent time constants.  Optimization of 

this system with respect to the two time constants dictated 

that one of them be zero for minimum mean square error. 

Thus, under the assumptions made, the best second order 
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I 

system of this form is a simple first order system corres- 

I ponding to the integrator system treated first. 

The optimization prooedure for the two-parameter 

systems discussed above as (3) and (4) is described in 

detail in Appendices B and C of this dissertation. 

Optimization of Random System Parameters. In the 

j| preceding class of problems, the servosystem was considered 

to be oomposed of fixed elements, that is of elements suoh 
I I 

I as gain and time oonstants having oonstant values during 

f . the period of operation for whioh the system was being de- 

signed. It is possible that the environment of the system 

j| may vary greatly during that period. As a result of 

changes in pressure, temperature, humidity, and the like, 

n 

the gain and time oonstants may vary appreciably from their 

intended values. Suoh variations are of more or less ran- 

dom nature. 

For this oase the system gain (M) and phase shift (<*) 

are assumed to exhibit some random behavior independent of 

the signal and noise. The signal and noise spectra are 

assumed to be oonstant and to have zero correlation over 

the period of operation. However, the method ooulO handle 

oases of dependence in the probability sense between random 

behavior in the system and time-variation in the Input 

signal and noise speotra. 

Under the assumptions listed above, the mean square error 
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*- opeotrum takes the form of 
• 

The expected mean square error spectrum is therefore 

,,. The closed loop gain (M) and phase shift (<x )  are assumed 

to be funotlons of some system parameter, T , which 1- 

i' exhibits some random behavior. The two Expected Values 

!. 

i: 

n 
are generally evaluated by integration, for example: 

I E[Mfcn]= £1T MVr).p(T)-dT, 
where p(T) *8 tae probability density funotlon of T , 

If the system environment causes T to take on any of several 

discrete values rfther than vary continuously, or if con- 

tinuous variation oa.n be reasonably approximated by dis- 

crete values and a discrete probability density function, 

the integration is replaced by summation over all the random 

values of T. 

The problem of designing the optimum system under these 

assumptions may be resolved into that of determining the 

best design value for the average of the random parameter T . 

The general conclusion illustrated by this application of the 

method and by the examples to follow is that a better system 

(having leas mean square error) will result from this use of 

probability theory than would result if the random behavior 

of the parameter were neglected, its average value being 

considered as a nonrandom parameter.  Intuitively, the im- 

provement can be seen to result from the fact that the expeoted 
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' 

! I 

I 

j ' 
I 

mean square error expression oontains system function aver- 

ages, such as E[Mj and EiMCosC*)] , rather than averages 

of the parameter alone. 

As an example, the servosystem composed of an integra- 

tor in the open loop, system (1) of figure 2, is considered. 

The unoorrelated first order signal amplitude spectrum and 

white noise used previously (figure 1) are assumed for this 

example also. The mean square error spectrum was formulated 

in equation (18) above. The Expeoted Value operation may 

be applied to the speotrum, as in equation (19), or to the 

integral of the spectrum over all real frequencies. The 

operations of integration and Expeoted Value may be inter- 

changed (5b) under the conditions that the spectrum is al- 

ways less than some constant and is integrable in the 

Riemann sense, and that the Expected Value of the spectrum 

! is also integrable in the Riemann sense. It is generally 

.more convenient to perform the integration of the speotrum 

over all real frequencies, by the method of residues, 

first. Otherwise the integration associated with the Expect- 

ed Value operation may result in expressions which are muoh 

more diffioult to integrate by residues or any other means. 

The mean square error is as given in equation (17) above. 

Its Expected Value is 

E[?]-ff{i-Eh?k]+Eteh*r}.     uo) 
The time constant V is assumed to exhibit a discrete random 
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variation such that it may be either of two val"?s, each 

with a probability of 1/2.. The two values may be written 

ae % + j % and To " fT*  where Tft is the average value of the 

randomly varying time oon^tant, and £ j  is the relative 

spread, which will be considered fixed. The design problem 

is the determination of the value of ?» which minimizes the 

' I mean square error. The Expected Values are readily evaluat- 
i i 

: r 

I 

•d,  for example:    rrJQ.l t ± [ 
2 TofifG  z r.-yt; 

< j The expected mean square error may be conveniently written 

as                

j The minimization of this expression with respeot to the 

' [j 
!- I! average value, To  , of the time oonstant is accomplished by 

. differentiation, subjeot to system stability considerations. 
i »< 

However, a graphical presentation better Illustrates the 

minimization prooess. A ourve of the mean square error vsT 

with 72 =2. (equation 17) is presented in figure 4. As 

equation (21) indicates, the sum of the ordinates of that 

curve at T*T» + $%      and T-T^-jfj;  is to be minimized. 

Owing to the dissymmetry of the ourve about its minimum, the 

optimum value of Te will be shifted from the minimum to some 

larger T , the amount of the sh'^t depending upon the value 

of j and the shape of the ourve.  For a particular example 

with L-2  and £= 0.5, the optimum voluo of To is found to have 

shifted from the minimum of the curve at 1.0 to about 1.4. 
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i The most meaningful presentation of the improvement in 

system performance as a result of this method is to compare 

three values of the mean square error for the integrator 

-• system. For this example, these three values, normalized, 

are:  a)  1.000 for an invariant integrator system with 

optimum T3 1 , b) 1.067 for this system having the random 

time constant here assumed, but with T* =• I as a result of 

negleoting that random behavior in system design, and 

o)  1.041 for this system having the random time constant 

here assumed, and using the method herein presented to 

determine the optimum, Tl — lA>    Thus, although the inorease 

in system error due to randomness is small (6.7$), the 
I 1 

]_ application of this method lowered that inorease by 

! i 
! 

. 

IT (67-41)/67 or 39#. 

In the immediately previous example, a disorete proba- 

bility density function was assumed to describe the random 

time-variations of the system time constant.  In order that 
• li 

the use of continuous probability density funotions may not 

be neglected, an example using such a density function is 

here presented.  For simplicity of solution, this example 

will use the same system function and input spectra as were 

used for the example Juat preceding. The uniform probability 

distribution (4b) is chosen in this example to describe thi 

time-varying, random behavior of the system time constant 
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. 
It is defined as p(r) 

T pfr)* O  for   T< u-w, * 
p(T)= Vzw   for  U-W4T* U4W, 

r p(T)sO   for   T>U+w. 
It is sketched at the right, 

'   n 

i li 

: |] 

I 
» 

i 

a* 

U-W     II     u*w 
-1—>r where U is seen to be the 

average value of T , and 

2Wis the extreme spread of the random variations of X   . 

The varianoe of T , E.[(T-u)*]   , is w*/3. The optimiza- 

tion problem is to determine the optimum value of u in terms 

of the input speotra and of the spread, w. The expected 

mean square error for the preceding example as given in 
i j • 

equation (20) applies here also. It is repeated below for 

reference 
1T /3XC,        r-r  i  1 .  I r-r nl 

(20) 

The evaluation of the Expeoted Values is as follows: 

EhWJ-iirA.ffJW). 
Jubstitution of these valuei in equation (20) yields 

Differentiation of this expression, to determine the optimum 

u, yields 

him . x ^jjaajia!=iijir.fr^')"L) 
Equating this derivative tc zero, noting that system stabili- 

ty requires that w < u so that T is never negative, results 

in the roots  M =   8 ± t^ZI^EjS. 
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For the oase of no randomness In t" » (v;-o), the roots are 
r i i I Us |.  :•    and  —ZJ—-.  which cheok with those 

IBM)        6B?*0 
I r        obtained for the invariant integrator system treated earlier. 

' The optimum value of the average of the randomly varying 

jn        tlM constant 1. U =-±Uj^B±SL. 

The other root speoifies a negative time constant and henoe 
; 

: 
i 

J    ! 

an unstable system. The optimum value of u above is only 

of value for JZ > i • For £ < I , the average time oonstant 

is always negative and sometimes complex. As discussed for 

the invariant oase, when H£  J   no integrator system oan 

be an improvement over a no-pass system. 

As an illustration of the results, consider the oase 

of 23 -2 and ws0.5* The optimum value of the time cons- 

1!        tant has shifted from the invariant system value of 1.0 to 

i it 

a value of 1.17 for this time-varying oase. The best means 

of presentation of the improvement in system performance 

resulting from the use of this method is to compare three 

values of the mean square error of the integrator system. 

These values are, normalized, a) 1.000 for an Invariant 

integrator system with optimum T>1, b) 1.016 for the system 

having the random time constant as desoribed, but with u = 1 

as a result of negleotlng that random behavior when optimiz- 

ing the system, and o) 1.011 for the system having the random 

time constant as described, and using the method presented 

herein to determine the optimum ual.l?. Thus, although the 

increase In system error due to randomness is small (1,1%), 
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i i 
the application of this method reduced that increase by 

I        (16-11)/l6 or 31$. 

Other evaluations of the two examples presented, as 

-V        well as different cases of this genersl type, indicate simi- 

lar results. The inorease in system mean square error due 

to such random behavior is not great, but this use of the 

Expected Value operation to determine the true optimum value 

r 

1! 
I li 

I 

I 
I 

for the average of that randomness reoovers typically of the 

order of magnitude of a third of the increase. 

The use of probability concepts was shown above to be 

neoessary for the optimum design of those systems whioh are 

in essence similar to the examples treated. It is of 
! 

interest to note that the results of those examples ar« of 

1        more general application than indioated by the particular 

problem stated. As an illustration of the generality of 

application, the results are here interpreted to be the solu- 

tions of two different problems. The first is to indicate 

the greatest range of random variations that can be tolerated 

1        in the value of a parameter without increasing the system 

t        mean square error appreciably.  A possible application is 
f 
*"        the specification of the largest thermal coefficient of a 

parameter that could be tolerated. The second problem is to 

optim:23 the average of the performances of a large number of 
- » 

systems whioh are the same except that their construction 

involves one or more elements having values within some 

manufacturing tolerance.  The proper nominal (average) value 

of the element and the tolerance required are the desired 
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results. That the method presented herein can determine 

such results has been adequately shown. 

The oases desorlbed and carried to completion in this 

part of the dissertation have covered only a very few of 

the possible sets of conditions on random time-variations 

in system parameters and input spectra. The method present- 

ed herein is readily adaptable to muoh more oomplex problems 

with dependent as well as independent random variations. 

; 
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I 
CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation has presented an analytical method 

for the optimum design of aervosystems characterized by 

!        random, time-varying parameters. The inputs to the systems 

I ||        are described by signal and noise voltage speotra which also 

are permitted to be time-varying. The method of optimiza- 

tion is limited in application to linear systems, and it uses 

I the criterion of minimum mean square error. A speotrum of 

I!        mean square error is derived and is shown to be of a form 

I 
I 

jj        which is different from, although equivalent to, that oommon- 

. ly found in the literature. The form derived herein shows 

i        promise of easier application to some practioal problems. 

Two procedures are introduced for the application of the mean 

square speotrum to the optimization problem. Saoh is illus- 

I        trated by application to several examples. A formulation of 

the general solution for the more realistio, second procedure 

|        is given. 

The method presented is not restricted in application 

to servo or feedback systems. It may be as readily applied 

to any linear system or network; especially those containing 

random, time-varying parameters or input spectra. The most 

important use of the method is felt to lie in its application 

to problems that are characterized by randomness* in the 
I 

parameters of the system or network involved. 

i 
1 F 
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FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS 

The following suggestions Indicate a few of the 

opportunities for future work In this field. An analytical 

investigation of the limitation on the rate of random 

time-variation, as described qualitatively above, would be 

a desirable extension of the work contained herein. That 

investigation could lead to a further extension of the 

method to oover random time-variations more rapid then the 

limitation now permits. Another extension of this work 

would comprise the solution of the general formulation 

given above for some more general, physically realizable 

system transfer functions, 

A closely allied problem is the olassic one of the 

determination of the size of a statistical sample of a 

\ random signal which is required to establish its speotral 

density or autocorrelation function to withia some speci- 

fied aoouracy. 
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APPENDIX A 

EXPERIMENTAL CHECK 

This appendix contains a description of an experi- 

mental check on the use of the Expeoted Value operation 

in the method of this dissertation. The solutions of two 

examples of random time-variation in a system parameter 

are obtained analytically and ooiupared with experimental 

results. The system chosen for these two examples is a 

simple lag circuit.  Its time constant is made to vary 
r 
; discretely as was assumed in certain of the oases treated 

in the body of the dissertation.  Slow, periodio switohing 

from one value of the time constant to another is the special 

i random time-variation chosen, for ease of experimental 

simulation. The input to this system is a single sine wave 

I for the first example and a random noise spectral density 

for the second example. 

These two examples constitute a sufficient oheok n 

i the Expected Value operation.  Statistically described 

signals contaminated with noise are not used because they 

are not essential to this check.  In the paragraphs to 

follow, the general solutions of the dissertation are 
i 
',' adapted to these examples and their solutions are present- 

ed. The experiments are described, and their results are 

compared with the analytical solutions- 

: i 
1 I 
1 ' 
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Single Sine Wave Input 

Analytical Solution>  The system function for the 

simple lag oirouit may be written as 

ne    l + Jwr  TfWfP e 

The input is  Sm(a>t). 

The steady state output is then 

e *   ,    '   ?  5ln (art-t»riV*)). 

The mean square output is therefore 

e 2irJo e-dt -a ,+<J.T.# (23J 

The system time constant, T , is assumed to taice on two 

I values, T| , and T2 , with equal probabilities. Thus the 

probability density function, p(T) , has the values 

II pt^)s,/i and p(T»)= '/a, . The expected mean square 

output is then 
1 Ete1] = £ 6?(T3)-pw, 

This solution assumes that the frequency of switching 

between TI and Ta is slow enough that any transient effects 

are negligible. Using Ti as a base and setting T* = k T<  , 

the expeoted mean square output is 

tW-Ele»J-  v(i+«»x«)   . (24) 
The solution above may be conveniently presented as a 

! 
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ratio of the above result to that for no random variation, 

i.e. for Kxl and therefore Tt ~T\   . 

U £0)  "     2 (25) 
This ratio is plotted in figure 5i whioh follows this ap- 

pendix, for a particular value of a>T, and as a funotion 

I| of k . 
Experimental Cheok. The experimental setup for this 

'• first example consists of the equipment described below 

| and is illustrated in figure 6, whioh follows this appendix. 

A signal generator supplies the single sine wave input to 

the system whioh is an R-C lag circuit. The system is 

.. isolated before and after by oathode follower circuits, 

' whioh are formed on the Operational Manifold (George A. 

V Philbriok Researches, Inc.). The capacitance of the oir- 

ouit is varied discretely by adding and removing additi> nil 

oapaoitanoe, using a motor driven switch. The motor, the 

gear train drive, and the cam-operated micro-switch are 
I 

conveniently assembled using the Jrieioclc Instrument Corpor- 

ation Servo Components available. The output of the system, 

fed through a oathode follower, is coupled to the heater 

coil of a 22J  Western Sleotric thermocouple.  The resulting 

squared and averaged output voltage is read on a light bear 

type galvanometer. 

j The system was lirst ohsoked as an invariant system 

against the Known attenuation versus frequency characteristic 
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1 
of a simple lag olroult and was found to be in good agres- 

• ment. The experimental procedure consisted e3sentlally of 

,_ selecting a suitable base value for U)T| (this was chosen 

* for lOOcps, R~ 10K, and C = 0.4 mfd.), varying the value 

of the other capacitor, and recording the galvanometer 

defieotion3 for three situations.  These are eaoh of the 

I two positions of the switoh and the slowly switching 

oondition. The experimental ratios corresponding to equa- 

tion (25) are plotted on the analytical curve of that 

ratio, figure 5, as circles,  They are seen to lie within 

2. $  of the aoaLytical solution. 

I Spectral Density Input 

Analytical Solution, The system funotion is again 

i. that of the simple lag oirouit, . 

The Input speotral density chosen is that expected from 

the General Radio Random Noise Generator, Type 1390=A.  The 

amplitude speotrum may be written as 

where "^ ia the rms amplitude at high frequency and j> is 

the lower cut-off ( -3db) frequency.  The mean square out- 

put spectrum, adapted from equation (7), is 
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i . 
The mean square output is the integral of that spectrum. 

• - 
1 The expected mean square output, obtained in the same 

manner as in the preceding example, is thus 
i 
• 

r 

i 

1 

i 

1 

. 

Setting Xi~k% gives the simpler form of the result 

r ' A ratio is formed as in the single sine wave oase above. 

i ' <f<0       2 U7) 
This ratio is shown as a funotion of K in figure 7, for a 

particular value of Tj and of P 

Experimental Check. The experimental setup for this 

example differs from that of the preceding example in that 

the Random Noise Generator is substituted for the sine 

wave generator, and an amplifier and another cathode fol- 

lower (both formed on the Operational Manifold) are in- 

serted before the thermocouple heater to compensate for 

the low output level available from the Random Noise 

Generator.  This setup is also shown in figure 6. 

The procedure followed here ia the same as that of the 

preoeding example.  The value of p is determined for the 

analytical curve by using the galvanometer deflections for 

two values of X   with the system invariant.  The ratio of 
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the deflections and the two values of T are substituted 

in the analytioal expression for the ratio. It is i 
1 gfoi) - -anttr.)  AD 

I Therefore, 

f—   Si z ^^V 
1 ~   RT,*-T*» 

The experimental ratios whioh correspond to equation (27) 

are calculated from the galvanometer deflections for the 

base time constant (T,) alone and for the slowly switching 

condition of the system time constant. These experimental 

ratios are plotted as olroles on the analytioal curve of 

that ratio, figure 7* The experimental values are seen to 

lie within 1.5$ of the analytioal curve. The Random Noise 

Generator does not quite have a true first order character- 

istic at low frequenoies. A first order filter is coupled 

on the output of the generator to oorreot this oonditlon. 

These two experiments indicate a good agreement bet- 

ween the experimental results and the analytioal solutions 

using the Expecved Value operation.  It is ooncluded that 

the use of this probability theory operation is certainly 

valid, with one limitation. The rate of the random varia- 

tion must be slow enough that any resulting transients 

will have negligible effects on the mean square value of 

the output. 
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Figure 5 

Comparison of 
Experimental Points and Analytical Curve 

Mean Square Error Ratio :   &ck)/£o) 
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APPENDIX B 

OPTIMIZATION OF A FIRST ORDER SYSTEM 

This appendix describee the optimization prooedure for 

system (3) as shown in figure 2. The results of this opti- 

mization were discussed in the body of this dissertation 

and were presented in figure 3* The open loop of this 

system consisted of a simple lag plus an ideal amplifier. 8 

The olosed loop system transfer funotion is ' 

M pj* .- IS—  , 

The signal and noise are assumed to be unoorrelated. They 

ji        were shown in figure 1 and are 

SCO)  » ft /ylU»*+Sx'     ,  N(W) a rj . 

The signal to noise ratio is as defined before: T*~l3/&)r\ . 

The proper form of the nrean square error speotrum is 

equation (16), repeated here for referenoe. 

e*(u>) = Sa+ (5*+N*)M* - 2S*M Con*). 

Substitution of the assumed system funotion and input 

ii spectra yields 

fK+i)*+w«r« 

2   SL. m& 
Cm /^ti f *    /,.   , . M  L * . to*+6* Ck+i)* + cjlra 
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The mean square error is the integral of this spectrum over 

all real, positive frequencies. By the method of residues, 

It may be written in terms of the signal to noise ratio, 23 , 

and a dimensionless time constant, T — 6"~C, as 

€ * 2 SE* l** (K+l)0*H+T) + TfiSi) /.      (28) 
It is this mean square error that is to be minimized by 

proper ohoice of the system time constant,7T, and the 

gain, K. Minimization requires that the partial derivatives 

of €* with respeot to T and K be equal to aero. Setting 

the first partial equal to zero yields 

TT       Z    JE'fo+O   [^ frH+T)1     T*/       ' 

The value of T using the negative sign above yields 

which is always negative (for K>0) and there results an un- 

stable system.  The root using the positive sign is 

Inspection of this root by substitution in the mean square 

error, equation (28), and by other means establishes it as 

the optimum time constant.  As a check, this root reduces 
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} to the optimum time oonstant for the simple lag system 

I (system (2) of figurs 2) when K is set equal to unity. 

The optimum time constant, equation (29) is substituted 

I into the mean square error, equation (28), and the partial 

derivative with respect to K is equated to zero. There 

results a cubic in K , 

« which may be factored, 

[] Ui-s*)K-2£'3-rK*+aK-£*] = o, 
to determine the three roots. These are 

In general, these roots indicate the maximum, minimum, and 

turning points of the function. Rather than form the second 

partial of e* with respect to K to check these roots for 

a minimum of If1 , they are substituted in €* and the results 

are inspeoted. Substitution of the first root yields a 

negative value of ©* , an impossible physical situation 

li 
— 

1! 
resulting from K being sufficiently negative and henoe the 

system being unstable. The third root yields a mean square 

error which is always the same as that for a no-pass system. 

Substitution of the second root results in a value cf Qz 

whioh is always less than that for a no-pass system. It is 
i  i i 

this second root that is the optimum gain within the 

i; limitations of system stability. The optimum time constant 

is thus equation (29) evaluated for K^: 
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The optimum system has a minimised mean square error of 

which results „rom substituting the optimum gain, 

fts -J+\/E*+F , and the optimum time constant, T3 • /£ , 

in equation (28), It is this mean square error, equation 

(30), which is plotted in figure 3 above and is there dis- 

oussed. 

The surface generated by ? as a function of H and 

T is of great value in visualizing this optimization 

process. For that reason, a contour map of that surface 

(for 22 ~ 2.) is inoluded here as figure 8. 

! 
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Figure   8 

Contour   Map of the 
Mean Square Error Surface 

for System 3 
Normalized to the mean 

square error of a n*~pass system 
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APPENDIX 0 

OPTIMIZATION OF A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM 

This apptK&ix describes the optimization of the 

seoond order system desorlbed as the fourth invariant 

system in the body of the dissertation. It has a olosed 

loop transfer funotion which is the product of two simple 

lags with time oonstants "H and T* . It is written as 

l 
MeJ0t= o*jwr)(i+j«is) 

The signal and noise inputs are assumed to be unoorrelated 

and are desoribed by their amplitude spectra as shown in 

figure 2 above and as written below. 

The mean square error speotrum for these assumptions is 

equation {"x, repeated here for convenience. 

"P(u) = S*+ (52+N2)M2- 2 S*M Cosc«).   (W) 

Substitution of the system gain md phase shift and the 

signal and noise amplitude spectra yields 

The mean square error is formed by integrating this speotrum 

over all real, positive frequencies by tne method of resi- 
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dues. 

« This aray be written in terms of the signal to noise ratio, 

2Ts/3/e"l i and two dimensionless time constants, Tt*S% , 

1 and Ta*£Tt, as 

e     8 7C*]L+    (t+T»Ki+i:Ki+T.)      /.     (31, 
Equating to zero the partial of €* with respeot to Ti 

yields  _ ) -T, CS'-O ± g /5TT0 fT^CCVQHT 

(32) 

For the special case of Ta =0, these roots oheok with 

those derived for the integrator system (system (1) of 

figure 3)» Owing to the complexity of the roots, a 

graphical-analytical approach is used. Specific values 

of Zs are substituted in equations (32). These equations 

are plotted in the Ti versus "E plane and give the ourves 

along which the partial derivative of 8* with respeot 

to Tt is zero. The similar ourves along whioh the partial 

of 6 with respeot to Ti is ^ero are also plotted. These 

latter ourves are obtained by interchanging X and Tj in 

equation (32), making use of the symmetry of C%   with respect 

\ to Tt and   it. The intersections of these ourves are 

I 
; 

expected to indioate the conditions for minimum and maxi- 

mum 6*, and possibly a saddle point of the surfaoe of "<S* as 

n function of T and Ti .  Only the intersections In the 

first quadrant are of interest as that is the region of 
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positive time constants and henoe system stability. Evaiua- 

,  I tion of €r at those intersections and at adjaoent points 
z 

f   7 reveals that the intersections in the first quadrant indioate I 

\ i 

maxima and saddle points of 6* . The minimum values of "G* 

\ are to be found at intersections in the other quadrants, out- 

side the region of system stability. Therefore the restrict- 

ed minimum of 6* must lie on the boundaries of the first 

quadrant, i.e. T|»0 or T»»0. These boundaries correspond 

to the previously treated first order system having an 

integrator in the open loop. It was optimized in the body 

•I of the dissertation. The optimum second order system, for 

! the assumptions of this oase, is therefore a first order 

system, Optimization dictates that one time constant be 

zero and the other be as given by equation (32) with T^ 

equal to zero and the positive sign used. That value is 

T=i/C£*-0. 
Consideration of the shapo of the surface generated by S* 

i 
! 

I as a function of TT and Ti is of great value in visualizing 

the situation,  A contour map of that surfaoe, for ZJ-2 , 

is inoluded here as figure 9*  Investigation of the boundary 

between mean square error less than and greater than that 

for a no-pass system generally leads to a simpler polynomial 

than the general contour of the surface. It is also of 

value in visualizing the situation.  Another use of the 

surface representation is that it presents the solutions 

of the restricted problem of one time constant being fixed 
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Figure 9 

Contour  Map of the 
Mean Square Error Surface 
for the  Second Order System 

Normalized to the wean 
square error of a M-f>**s system 
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i 
in value. The optimum VH.1US> of the remaining time constant 

J ia readily discovered by inspection of the proper seotion 

Y through that surface. 
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